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FADE IN :

ECBATANA. A REMOTE CITY OF ANCIENT PERSIA - NIGHT

A tall man, middle-aged, dark, bright eyes and face of a

dreamer, dressed in a silk robe, a white wool cap ...And

with a blanket of the same color on the shoulders, which

is sheltered from the cold of the night

Observes from the highest place of his HOME ...

A night sky full of stars, with what looks like a

telescope.

His name is ARTABAN ,and belongs to an Old Order of Wise

and Astronomers Men

Suddenly an ardent red sphere cross the sky, rises

towards as high in a spiral„ and giving a blue burst,

followed by a distant thunder becomes a brilliant

andSHINING STAR.

Seeing her, ARTABAN,puts his hands to the face, as if he

has long waited event whispers

ARTABAN

¡ The Sign !

¡The King is comming !

FADE TO:

EXT .ECBATANA - DAWN

Is dawned on ECBATANA, the capital of the Medes.

With the first rays of morning sun

We discover that the CITY

Rise in a valley, under the foot of a Mount...

Surrounded by seven concentric walls, each painted one of

them in different colors. Gold, Silver, Blue, Yellow, Red,

Green ...

EXT. ECBATANA - HOME OF ARTABAN THE MEDE

Not far from the Ecbatana Palace, in the second wall

Among fountains, ponds and lush gardens full of exotic

birds and flowers

IS THE HOME of Artaban the Mede

Where, in its highest place , WE SEE
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a wide balcony for which enter to know:

HIS OBSERVATORY

WHERE

Surrounded by Sky charts, compasses, sextants, sundials,

and others artifacts od astronomy all of them of oldest

aspect...

ARTABAN,dressed, amd holding in his hands the figure of a

SLEEPING CHILD, carved in wood

Sleeps on a humble bed among some toys also artisanal made

like animals, dolls, and human figures made of wood.

Not far away, and one of the maps of parchment that is in

the room, and that is open:

SEE drawn a lines that converge in one place: JERUSALEM

INT. HOME OF ARTABAN - OBSERVATORY - DAY

TIGRANES his servants, enters , and waked him up:

TIGRANES

Lord, Lord, you have visit ...

The venerable Abgarus.

ARTABAN

(jumping from the bed)

ABGARUS? What time is it ?

TIGRANES

(philosophic)

The Sun has not yet reached the

ponds my lord.

ARTABAN

Tell him that I am going

and prepare tea, some fruit and

cheese.

(for himself)

When sleeps ?

INT.HOME OF ARTABAN - MAIN HALL - DAY

The main room of the house shows a lush oriental

ornamentation. Have a small altar on which burns a

flame on which there are some pots with oil and dry pine

branches.

Stand up and a little impatient, there is the VENERABLE

ABGARUS. An old men that wears beautiful clothes and a

gold medallion that distinguishes him as a disciple of

Zoroaster.
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ARTABAN

(coming in)

¡Welcome Master! Let your

presence illuminates this home.

Please,sit.

ABGARUS

(taking seat)

Still sleeping ? Youngsters...

Tell me about the star, that you

have found in the sky .

Tigranes enters brings fruit, cheese and hot tea, leaves

on a table and back out.

ARTABAN

(serving tea to Abgarus)

Master, I believe that is the

Star of the Prophecy . The Sign

that announces the birth of what

will be King, God and Man. Will

bring us the eternal life.

ABGARUS

Are you sure...?

ARTABAN

(brightening the face)

"There shall come a star out of

Jacob, and a sceptre shall arise

out of Israel."I have taken this

prophecy in my heart for a long,

long time Master.And a men

without a great hope be like an

altar without fire.

ABGARUS

But my son, our knowledge of the

stars are still incomplete. We’ve

all read the books of prophecy.

Are not there still many more

stars beyond our horizon? Should

not you wait for more facts ?

ARTABAN

You have told me many times,that

" Watch, and wait is not a sign

of wisdom," Don‘t say our books

that mens will see the splendor

of a new ligh?

(pause)

Have I consulted my three

companions who have also studied

the ancient tablets of Chaldea

and calculate the time and The

day will come soon .. just

waiting for your confirmation to

(more)
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ARTABAN (CONT‘D)
meet in the Temple of the Seven

Spheres and take the journey to

adore the that will come to the

world as King of Israel.

ABGARUS

My son, I see you’ve made a

decision. That the Light of

Truth shine in that Star . I

accompannies you, but I’m too

old. But never forget that

" those who would see wonderful

things must often be ready to

travel alone"

(hugs him)

My heart will accompany you on

this journey. Go in peace.

Abgarus, leaves the room.

ARTABAN

And that She, be with you.

Artaban, watch the flame consumes in the small altar.

Taking some dry pine branches, and put them in the fire.

His servant Tigranes, enters the room, sticking out of

his thoughts.

TIGRANES

Lord ¡ A messenger has arrived...

ARTABAN

At last ! Tell him to come in !

Tigranes leaves the room to return shortly after

accompanying a man with all the appearance of having come

a long way.

His clothes are full of dust and sand and bring a scroll.

The man nows to Artaban, and incorporating back gives him

the parchment.

ARTABAN

(to Tigranes)

Give him drink and some food,

dates ... tea.. Go, Go...

TIGRANES

(to messenger)

Come, come with me.

The messenger, leans back and leaves the room accompanied

by Tigranes.

Artaban, impatiently open the scroll and read:
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VOICE ( OFF )

“Dear friend, we have no doubt,

that Star indicates the birth of

a child who shall be both God and

man. ". We wait you in the

Temple of Borshipa that of the

Seven Spheres to start together

the journey. Your fellows"

Melchior, Caspar and Balthazar “

Artaban unable to conceal his excitement for that news

screams his servant :

ARTABAN

¡ Tigranes ¡... ¡ Tigranes !

TIGRANES

(alarmed and going back)

What happen Lord ?

ARTABAN

¡ The Star ¡... ¡ The Prophecy !

Help me to prepare everything

necessary for a long journey .

TIGRANES

You are going, my Lord ?

Unanswered Artaban leaves the room to head towards the

observatory.

INT.HOME OF ARTABAN - OBSERVATORY - DAY

Artaban looking for something among artifacts astronomy,

astral maps and scrolls.

ARTABAN

(shouting towards the main

hall)

Saddle to Vazda ¡ I will need,

Food, some clothes, water ...

where have I got that chest ?

At last he finds: a small ornate box. He opens it and

takes within a beautiful silk clothe where there are

enveloped three precious stones: A diamond, a piece of

Jasper, and a Rubi.

Then down the stairs and returns to the main room where

Tigranes are waiting saddened and wiping his the tears.
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INT. HOME OF ARTABAN - MAIN HALL - DAY

ARTABAN

Still here ? Go, go... Are

waiting for mi in Borshipa.

TIGRANES

Will return soon,Lord ?

ARTABAN

I don‘t know, my friend. But not

worry. I have left this house for

you and your family. The rest I

sold to buy these three jewels (

show him ) that I want give as a

tribute to I’m looking for.

TIGRANES

But my lord ... are sure of what

you do ? you will not be pursuing

a shadow ?... I have heard the

Venerable ABGARUS and..

ARTABAN

My friend : “Is better to follow

even the shadow of the best, than

to remain content with the worst”

EXT.HOME OF ARTABAN - MAIN DOOR - DAY

At main door of Artaban home, VAZDA his horse, await for

him saddled and ready for the journey.

Are also Artaban and Tigranes. They hug one other.

Artaban, looking through his clothes, and taking a wooden

figure that represents a sleeping child gives it to

Tigranes.

ARTABAN

For your son.

They embrace one other again. Artaban rises to his horse

mount, and gives a few cheeks in the neck of the animal

say :

ARTABAN ( CONT’D)

Go Vazda ¡ ... Towards Borshipa

And man and animal, move away, leave do behind Ectabana .

FADE TO :
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EXT. ROAD TO BORSHIPA - DAY

Artaban and Vazda, walk towards Borshipa where is the

Temple of Seven SPHERES.

The two travel slowly. Just worry about complying with the

distance to be traveled each day ,and try to rush hours

until sundown ,and conntinued the march before this

appears again on the sky.

They cross the slopes of Mount Orontes, winding hills and

streams of water .

Through the Fields of Nisearnos, with his beautiful

meadows, and his herds of horses, which Vazda, look with

envy as if to join one of those herds.

The Concabar wheat fields.

The Temple of Astarte.

The Bagistan Gardens and his Mount that according to

legend was created by the beautiful Semiramis.

Ride for desolate and dangerous mountain passes

Wading River Ginges the currents of the Tigris and

Euphrates.

Until one evening ... finds the broken walls of Babylon

where, without entering the city, looking for a place to

rest and restore your energy.

Finally, find a small forest of date palms with a flow of

water nearby and they stop there.

EXT. PALM FOREST - EVENING.

Artaban, dismounted from Vazda, and when ready to take the

harness and baggage, Vazda launches a whinny, seeing a

shadow lying motionless on the ground.

Artaban approaches the shadow, and discovering a wounded

man, who seeing him, makes an effort to incorporate

desperate gesture to grip his mantle .

WOUNDED MAN

(with a weak voice)

Help me Lord, help me.

ARTABAN

(incorporating him puts his

head on his lap)

Calm down ... What has

happened to you ?

Then discovers he has a sword wound which bleeds.

( CONTINUED)
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ARTABAN ( CONT’D )

You are wounded ! Bandits ?

The Wounded man nodding his head.

After, approaching to channel of water near the palm trees

to get some water and wet some cloths that take out from

his luggage.

Already the water, first thing does is wet the lips of

that unhappy man. Clean the wound. Take out from his

luggage a needle, and one unguent that carries.

ARTABAN

This going hurt you...

Sews the wound, and when finished, cover it with that

unguent.

then light a fire, prepare a beverage with some herbs and

drink to the man.

ARTABAN

Now, rest my friend.

EXT.PALM FOREST - TIME LATER

Artaban, watching the dream of that unknown man. Putting

him cloths in water and wiping his brow feverish face.

Man, some time after seems to be something better and open

your eyes.

ARTABAN

Who are you ?

WOUNDED MAN

My name is Asiel, and I´m a

merchant. I went to Babylon when

attacked me. They robbed all my

belongings ... my money.I don¨t

know how thank you for what you

have. ( pause )

But as you see Lord,I have

nothing to give you in gratitude

for your help. Where do you go ¿

ARTABAN

To Jerusalem in search of a child

who will save the world. I stay

with you longer, but time is

pressing me and I cannot any

longer. I leave you everything ,

food ... and this gem...

( give him the diamond)

(more)
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ARTABAN (CONT‘D)
Also a few herbs that will help

you recover.

Artaban, goes in search of some herbs that keeps in your

baggage.

WOUNDED MAN

No one had been done so much for

a Hebrew.

That the God of Abraham, Isaac

and Jacob bless you and keep you

during your way. And that Lord

takes you in peace until

Bethlehem of Judah, where our

Prophets say the Messiah will be

born you are looking, Artaban.

Surprised to hear his name Artaban back

ARTABAN

How do you know my name?

But not get a response, because Asiel, mysteriously

disappears from view.

ARTABAN ( CONT’D )

(to Vazda as seeking

confirmation of what just

happened )

Did you see that Vazda ?

Vazda, as surprised as him, open his eyes wide nods his

head.

EXT .TEMPLE OF THE SEVEN SPHERES - DAY

Vazda and Artaban is near of the Temple of the Seven

Spheres.

The mountains of Ninrod, with its stone heads show

hemselves on top.

The sun breaks through the clouds,and a new day dawning,

bathing the mysterious heads with a golden halo.

Vazda, guided by his master, surround the mountain and the

Temple of the Seven Spheres, built on a ziggura shaped as

tower or pyramid ,with blue bricks made of beautiful

gems of lapis lazuli, is shown to them with all his

greatness.
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INT. EXT. TEMPLE OF THE SEVEN SPHERES - TIME LATER

Borshipa Temple, or the Seven Spheres, rises on a

seven-story tower on one bank of Euphrates River .

In his last floor, there is a Sanctuary, which serves both

as an observatory.

Every floor is painted a particular color according to the

planet that is dedicated as the astrological system of the

time.

And every corner indicates the Seven Cardinal Point.

EXT.TEMPLE OF THE SEVEN SPHERES - FRONT DOOR - DAY

Artaban, leaving Vazda at the entrance to the tower, look

in all directions looking for his three companions, and

surprised not to see a camel, horse or one to reflect his

presence in the Tower calling them:

ARTABAN

Melchior ! Caspar !

BALTHASAR !

Vazda, whinnies trying to help his master. If near a

horse, camel or something with four legs, sure can hear .

INT. TEMPLE OF THE SEVEN SPHERES - FLOORS STAIRS.

Artaban, rises from floor to floor, calling again and

again to his fellows.

ARTABAN

Melchior ! Caspar !

BALTHASAR !

But only the silence and the echo responds him.

INT. TEMPLE OF THE SEVEN SPHERES - SANCTUARY.

Artaban, reaches the seventh floor of the Tower, where is

the Sanctuary and Observatory.

The white color dedicated to Luna, fills the room.

But there are not his fellows.

Only have left him a scroll,which have written a message :

VOICE ( OFF )

“We’ve been waiting for you, but

we can not delay any longer.We

start in search of what will be

(more)
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VOICE ( OFF ) (CONT‘D)

King and Man. Follow our path

through the dessert, and that the

Star guide you. "

EXT. TEMPLE OF THE SEVEN SPHERES - FRONT DOOR - DAY

Artaban, has dropped of the sanctuary, and sits

next Vazda. This sad,and discouraged.

ARTABAN

And now that we do Vazda?

Crossing the desert without

provisions alone?.Should I return

to Babylon, sell the sapphire and

buy camels or horses spare,

foliage food for you. But fear

not arrive at time to meet that

Child.

Vazda looks him as if he wished speak to comfort him .

ARTABAN ( CONT’D )

Oh God of Truth and Wisdom !

Show me once again your will !

Artaban look at the sky and returns to see that bright red

sphere, as if she...Had been waiting for him.

FADE TO :


